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The Challenger Sales Superstar 

By Michael Griego 
 
_______________________________________________ 

 
We all like winners and appreciate superstars when we see them. We 
admire the superstar athlete who is talented beyond question and 
helps his team win games. In that arena we’ve seen superstars come 
in a variety of packages. Some are loud and boisterous to teammates, 
fans and opponents. Others are quiet and gentle, shy and retiring, 
saving their talking for the field of play. Others fall somewhere in 
between. In all cases there is physical skill, talent, discipline and mental 
toughness.  
 
There are similarities with the superstar salesperson, but with a few 
variations.  
 

The Sales Superstar 
What makes a salesperson a superstar? Producing results and 
bringing in the numbers, of course. In my book 42 Rules to Increase 
Sales Effectiveness

1
 I made a distinction between top producing 

sales reps and those who are sales superstars. After years of being 
around salespeople and sales organizations, I maintained that the 
attributes and make-up of a Sales Superstar are like the balanced five 
points on a star:  
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Technician
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1. Driver – self-starter, one that needs no outside motivation. 
These possess an inner drive that pushes them to limits 
beyond the common individual. It’s not necessarily taught but 
can be awakened. 
 

2. Technician – self-sufficient, one who can stand alone without 
support and articulate, even demo the product. They are 
knowledgeable about their products, like good customer-facing 
mechanics who understand how the engine works, if not how to 
build it. 
 

3. Facilitator – great communicator, one fairly adept in handling 
discussions one-on-one as well as one-to-many. These verbal 
and listening skills come with experience, knowledge, 
confidence and flexibility. 
 

4. Empathizer – relates with others, one who can identify with 
other people and their issues and problems. They genuinely 
respond to others with a personal touch and effective attention 
to people’s stated needs. 
 

5. Servant – humble spirit, a server of others, like a servant who 
puts the needs of others before themselves. They have a 
strong sense of self-security and don’t have to defend or fight, 
but rather focus on helping others and getting the job done. 

 
As shown in the diagram above, the attributes and make-up are indeed 
like the balanced five points on a star. While these gifts and attributes 
may come naturally to some, they can be honed, developed and fine-
tuned. But balance is the key. If any one point is extended or over-
exaggerated then the star is off balance. An effective superstar is 
strong and equally weighted on all superstar points. 
 

Challenging Breakthrough Research 
With the recent field research conducted and published (The 
Challenger Sale

2
) by the Sales Executive Council of the Corporate 

Executive Board, the sales world is set for an overhaul over the coming 
years. The CEB extensively interviewed and studied 6,000 salespeople 
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across 90 companies. The findings apply across the whole spectrum of 
selling and are not about any particular organization or any specific 
industry. The research covered a wide range of selling models 
(hunters/farmers, field/inside, key account/broad-based, direct/indirect) 
and evaluated variables across areas of attitude, skill and behavior, 
activity, and knowledge. While most sales research focuses on 
comparing top performers to low performers, what is particularly 
attractive in this study is that the comparison is of top sales performers 
with average, or core, performers. 
 
The Challenger Model – 5 Rep Profiles 
What emerged from this research were five distinct sales rep profiles. 
These are not rep personality traits or personal strengths; rather they 
are demonstrated behaviors, skills, actions and attitudes that are 
teachable. It’s what top performers do, say, and think. Here’s the list 
and a summary: 
 

1. Hard Worker – These reps put in the hours and effort, if not 
always post the best numbers. They’re self-motivated drivers 
who will make more calls than everyone else and keep the 
“nose to the grindstone.” This group represents 21% of 
salespeople and 17% of top producers. 
 

2. Lone Wolf – These are often both loved and hated by sales 
managers. They are self-assured and sometimes hard to 
control as they follow their own instincts and not necessarily 
play by the manager’s rules. This group represents 18% of all 
salespeople and 25% of top producers. 
 

3. Challenger – These are the sales clear winners. They possess 
great communication skills and understanding of the 
customer’s business, problems and issues. They bring 
provocative insight and ideas to the sales conversation. They 
represent 27% of salespeople; 39% of top producers. 
 

4. Relationship Builder – This was the shocker. While building 
strong relationships and advocates across the customer 
organization, these reps rank lowest in percentage of top 
performers (7%) relative to average performers. This group 
represents 21% of salespeople. 

 
5. Reactive Problem Solver – These detailed-oriented sales 

reps are reliable both with customers and internal co-workers. 
Highly effective on post-sales follow-up, these reps get high 
marks for their customer service orientation. They represent 
14% of salespeople; 12% of top performers. 
 

The Challenger Sales Superstar 
Now overlay the CEB research profiles with the Sales Superstar. There 
is a natural aligning of the 5 attributes of sales superstar with the 5 rep 
types from The Challenger Sale: 1) Driver/Hard Worker, 2) 
Technician/Lone Wolf, 3) Facilitator/Challenger, 4) 
Empathizer/Relationship Builder, and 5) Servant/Reactive Problem 
Solver. 
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While the Challenger Rep is the top sales producing profile in a post-
2008 world, the message should be to balance out and develop all 5 
behavioral areas. Nothing wrong with being an 
Empathizer/Relationship Builder, as long as you develop other areas, 
particularly provocative Facilitator/Challenger skills and actions. 
There’s nothing like a capable Lone Wolf with a Servant’s Problem 
Solving heart and honed people skills.  
 
We all want to hire “the best” or be “top producers” – the real catch is 
the one who’s the “full package.” Bottom line: true superstar sales 
reps are balanced people. Great reps, sales superstars in my book, 
possess healthy doses of all 5 points on the star. The good news is that 
these are teachable; the challenge is that they be necessarily honed 
and developed in a changing world. 
________________________________________________________ 
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